
 

CERTIFICATE in CLASSICAL GREEK  

Level 1E PRACTICE MATERIALS 



Exercise 1: copy this sheet: The Greek Alphabet 

 

Letter  Letter name English equivalent 
A a alpha a 
B b beta b 
G g gamma g 
D d delta d 
E e epsilon e 
Z z zeta z 
H h eta ē 
Q q theta th 
I i iota i 
K k kappa k 
L l lambda l 
M m mu m 
N n nu n 
X x xi x 
O o omicron o 
P p pi p 
R r rho r 
S s j sigma s (s at beginning or middle of word, 

j at end of word) 

T t tau t 
U u upsilon u (often ‘y’ in derivations) 
F f phi ph 
C c chi ch 
Y y psi ps 
W w omega ō 
 

N.B.  Breathings 

If the symbol  ` appears over a vowel, you have to add an ‘h’ before the vowel or 

diphthong. ` over ‘r’ (r) becomes ‘rh’ 

If the symbol   '  appears over a vowel, do not add an ‘h’! 

e.g.  
 

Vowel 

'a = a 
'A = A 

`H  = Hē 

'i = i 

`i = hi 

'o = o 

Diphthong 

 

Aƒ  = Hai 
 

 



Exercise 2  Greek words in English (1) 

 

i. Copy down these words in Greek letters and their meaning. 

ii. Write them out in English letters using the chart.  The letters in brackets give the correct Greek form of the word. 

 iii. Write out what English words come from them. 

 iv. Write down what the English words mean. 

 

 Greek word Meaning Gk word in 

English letters 

English 

derivative 

Meaning of English word 

a. kinhma movement kinēma cinema place to watch films 

b. ºlektron amber, shining 

metal 

   

c prisma anything cut or 

sawn (eg glass) 

   

d. „soskelhj with equal legs    

e. kinhtik(oj) moving    

f. qeatron a building for 

viewing 

   

g. qermh heat    

h. ∙omboj spinning top, figure 

with 4 equal sides 

   

i. kerameikoj made of clay    

j. diagramma a drawing    

k. trapezion banker’s table, irregular 

4 sided figure 
   

 



 

Exercise 2  Greek words in English (2) 

 

i. Copy down these words in English letters and their meaning. 

ii. Write them out in Greek letters using the chart (use the letters/ forms in brackets). 

 iii. Write out what English words come from them. 

 iv. Write down what the English words mean. 

 

 Gk word in 

English letters 
Meaning Greek word English derivative Meaning of English word 

a. planētēs wanderer, wandering 

object 

 

planhthj planet heavenly body orbiting the sun 

b. mania madness    

c. pleura rib cage, rib, flank, side    

d. atom(os) uncut, not possible to split    

e. orchēstra area in a Greek theatre 

where the chorus danced 

   

f. drama action or story told on 

stage by actors 

   

g. scene 

(skēnē) 

stage, acting area in 

theatre 

   

h. crisis 

(krisis) 

outcome, (in disease) 

turning point 

   

i. basis step, base, foundation    
 



  
Exercise 3  ‘-ology’ Greek words in English (1) 

 

The Greek word ‘ logoj ’ (=logos) means ‘word’ or ‘explanation’.  In English when 

the suffix ‘ology’ is added to a word it means ‘the study of something’ 

 

i. Copy down these words in Greek letters and their meaning.  The forms  

 in brackets give the basic form (nominative) of the word. 

 ii. Write them out in English letters using the chart. 

iii. Write out what English words come from them by adding ‘ology’ or 

‘logy’. 

  N.B. You sometimes have to change the letter before the ‘ology’. 

e.g.  

 

a. muqoj story muthos myth  ology 

 

b. ¢rcaioj ancient   

c. topoj place   

d. cronoj time   

e. paqoj suffering   

f. genea family 

background 

  

g. yuch soul   

h. tecnh skill   

i. bioj life   

j. zJon living 

creature 

  

k. fusij nature   

l. metewroj high in the 

air, lofty 

  

m ¢stro star   

n. (gunh) 
gunaikoj 

woman   

o. qeoj god   

p o„koj house, home   

q. (Ñrnij) 
Ñrniqoj 

bird   

 
The Greek word ‘ nomoj ’ (=nomos) means ‘law or ‘principle.  In English when the 

suffix ‘onomy’ is added to a word it means ‘the principles of something’ 

 

a. ¢stro star astro astronomy 



 

Exercise 3 ‘-ology words in English (2) 

 

Now decide which of the explanations fits each of the words you have made.   

 

e.g. astrology: the study of stars etc in the Galaxy 

 

i. ___________: the principles of structures of stars etc in the 

Galaxy 

ii. ___________ : the study of normal functions of natural  

things 

iii. ___________ : the study of physical life of plants and  

animals 

iv. ___________ : the study of medical problems associated  

with women 

v. ___________ : the study of route-networks between exact  

locations 
vi. ___________ : the study of practical skills (with materials) 

vii. ___________ : the study of stories often involving  

fantastical creatures 

viii. ___________ : the study of religion 

ix. ___________ : the study of mental behaviour 

x. ___________ : the study of homes/ environments of all  

living organisms 

xi. ___________ : the study of descent from ancestors 

xii. ___________ : the study of ancient things 

xiii. ___________ : the study of weather patterns (using things  

‘high in the sky’) 

xiv. ___________ : the study of birds 

 

 



 

Exercise 4  Compound Greek words in English (1) 

 

i. Copy down these words in Greek letters and their meanings.  The 

meanings of all the words are given below. 

 ii. Write them out in English letters using the chart. 

 iii. Write out the English words which you think come from them. 

  N.B. You sometimes have to change some letters. 

e.g.  

 

a. thle + 
skoph 

far + sight tēleskopē telescope

b. mikro + 
skoph 

small +  sight   

c. poluj + 
gwnia 

many +  a 

corner 

  

d. poluj + 
˜dra 

many + bases   

e. poluj + 
meroj 

many + parts   

f. fwtoj + 
grafoj 

light + 

drawing 

  

g. thle + fwnh far + voice   

h. tetra + 
˜dra 

   

i. pente + 
gwnia 

   

j. deka + 
metron 

   

k. dwdeka + 
˜dra 

   

l. ™ndon + 
qermh 

   

m ™xw + qermh    

n. crwmata + 
grafoj 

   

 



Exercise 4  Compound Greek words in English (2) 

 

Some Greek words and their meanings: 

 
poluj many Ñktw eight 
™ndon inside deka ten 
™xw outside dwdeka twelve 
meroj part, 

component 

(e)„kosi twenty 

(fwj) 
fwtoj 

light ˜katon hundred 

monoj only one cilioi thousand 
di- two dunamij power 
tri- three dunamikoj powerful 
tetra- four thle far, far off 
pente five mikroj small 
˜x six crwmata colours 
˜pta seven qermh heat 
 
 

Words that tend to come at the end of English derivatives: 

 

metron measure – -metry, -metre, -meter 

grafoj writing, drawing – -graph(y)  

˜dra  base, surface – -hedron  

gwnia corner – -gon  

skoph looking at – -scope  



Exercise 4  Compound Greek words in English (3) 

 

Now decide which of the explanations fits each of the words you have made.   

 

e.g. photography: a picture recorded using light (by a camera) 

 

i. ___________: ‘writing in colour’ to show speeds of  

electrons 

ii. ___________: an instrument used for looking at very small  

objects 

iii. ___________: a chemical reaction that takes heat in(side) 

iv. ___________: a solid shape with twelve surfaces 

v. ___________: a chemical reaction that gives heat out 

vi. ___________: a geometrical figure with many sides and  

corners 
vii. ___________: a measure of ten metres 

viii. ___________: a solid shape with many surfaces 

ix. ___________: a geometrical figure with five sides and  

corners 
x. ___________: a substance made up of many structures  

(parts) 

xi. ___________: a solid shape with four surfaces 

xii. ___________: an instrument for looking at far-off objects 

xiii. ___________: an instrument used by voices far away from  

each other 



Exercise 5  Greek numbers 

 

In the fifth century BC, the city-state of Athens took tribute money from 

many other Greek communities around the Aegean Sea.  Some of this tax 

went to the goddess Athene. 

 

 
 

 



Exercise 6  Gods and Goddesses 

 

 i. Copy down these names in Greek letters. 

 ii. Write them out in English letters using the chart. 

 iii. Research and write out what each one rules over. 

e.g.  

 

a. Zeuj Zeus king of the gods and god of 

the sky 

 

b. Poseidwn 
 

  

c. Aƒdhj 
 

  

d. `Hra 
 

  

e. 'Aqhnh 
 

  

f. 'Apollwn 
 

  

g. 'Artemij 
 

  

h. 'Afrodith 
 

  

i. Dhmhthr 
 

  

j. `Hfaistoj 
 

  

k. Dionusoj 
 

  

l. 'Arhj   
 



 

Exercise 7 

 

Athens: ’Aqhnai 

 

Athens is the most well-known city-state in ancient Greece.  Here are 

some words or names to do with Athens. 

 

Write them in your books in Greek letters. 

 

Find out what you can about each one. 

 

polis 

agora 

acropolis 

Parthenōn 

 

ekklēsia (the Assembly) 

boulē (the Council) 

Pythagoras 

Periklēs 

Sōkratēs 

 

According to the legend behind the name of Athens: 

 

Which two gods were contesting to become guardian of the city? 

 

What did king Cecrops decide each god had to do? 

 

What did each god give? 

 

Which god was chosen?  Why? 
 

Athenian tetradrachm 


